
Phonics Planning Bowmansgreen 
 
Phase 5  Summer 2 Week 5:  Objectives and criteria for success:   Teach alternative pronunciations for ai, oo and air.  
 Revisit and review Teach Practise Apply 

Mon Play Splat with phase 3 sounds. 
J,v,w,x,y,z,zz,qu 
Or 
Play splat online. Phase 3 – v, j, 
w, x 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=jK3tNEVpSNs 
 

Teach reading tricky word many. 
Review spelling of words with ai as in rain, tail, 
main.  
Teach the alternative spelling a-e. Read the 
following words: came, shake, base, amaze, 
escape, snake. 
 

Segmentation for spelling.  Phoneme frame: 
make, made, tame, fame, lake, shade. 
You can use phoneme frames to support 
you. Write one sound in each box.  

       

 

Reading sentences: 
I came to school in the 
rain. 

Tue Play Splat with phase 3 sounds. 
J,v,w,x,y,z,zz, qu,ch,sh,th,ng 
Or 
Play splat online Phase 3 – ch, 
sh, th 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=sUgfYriXw4M 

Teach alternative spelling of the  ai phoneme as in 
ay.  
Read the following words: day, stay, way, clay, 
stray. 

Practise spelling polysyllabic words: staying, 
playground, Saturday.    
You can use phoneme frames to support 
you. Write one sound in each box.  

       

 

Use Phoneme Story 
Spotter: The School 
Sale. 
Children look for and 
highlight different 
spellings of the ai 
sound. 

Wed Play Splat with phase 3 sounds. 
ai, ee,oa,oo ,ar,or,ur,ow,oi,er 
Or Play splat online Phase 3- oa, 
oi, ow 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=shljW071X8E 

Teach the spelling of high frequency word when. 
 
Teach the alternative s spelling of the sh sound. 
Read the following words together: sure, sugar. 
 

Practise spelling sure, sugar. 
 
You can use phoneme frames to support 
you. Write one sound in each box.  

       

 

Reading sentences  
Do you want sugar in 
your tea? 

Thu Play Splat with phase 3 sounds. 
ai, ee,oa,oo ,ar,or,ur,ow,oi,er  
Or Play splat online Phase 3- 
ar,or,ur 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=oTtSg1avtxc 
 

Teach reading high frequency word laughed.  
 
Teach alternative spelling of oo sound as u.  
Read the following words: put, pull, push, full, bull.   
 
 

Practise spelling polysyllabic words: playful, 
pudding, pulling, bullock. 
You can use phoneme frames to support 
you. Write one sound in each box.  

       

 
 

Writing sentence. 
Push him in the 
pudding. 

Fri Play Splat with phase 3 sounds. 
ai, ee,oa,oo ,ar,or,ur,ow,oi,er  
Or Play splat online Play splat 
online. Phase 3 – air, ure, er 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=nMFGAaZsuiY 

Teach reading high frequency word over  
 
Review spelling of air as in hair, stair, pair. 
Teach alternative ere spelling of the same sound. 
Read the following words: there, where. 
 

Practise spelling polysyllabic words: 
somewhere, everywhere, nowhere. 
You can use phoneme frames to support 
you. Write one sound in each box.  

       

 

Reading sentences: 
There are stairs 
everywhere. 
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